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Effects of climate change on fishEffects of climate change on fish
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Effects of climate change on fishEffects of climate change on fish
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Will catfish really take over Wisconsin?Will catfish really take over Wisconsin?



The Stream ModelThe Stream Model

A new A new GISGIS--based statewide watershed model based statewide watershed model 
to evaluate human impacts on streamsto evaluate human impacts on streams
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Each reach (“A”, “B”, etc.) is modeled 
independently; ~125,000 reaches in the state!



50 50 warmwaterwarmwater species models developedspecies models developed

Models 65-90% accurate in independent tests
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WarmwaterWarmwater habitat gains with temperaturehabitat gains with temperature
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Channel catfish habitat gains w/ temperatureChannel catfish habitat gains w/ temperature



Channel catfish limited by stream sizeChannel catfish limited by stream size



Black crappieBlack crappie
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Black crappie habitat gains with temperatureBlack crappie habitat gains with temperature



Black crappie limited by stream gradient, sizeBlack crappie limited by stream gradient, size



Banded darterBanded darter
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Banded darter habitat gains with temperatureBanded darter habitat gains with temperature



Banded darter limited by Banded darter limited by accessaccess
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Summary and conclusionsSummary and conclusions

Climate warming will greatly increase Climate warming will greatly increase 
warmwaterwarmwater habitathabitat

WarmwaterWarmwater species will generally not increase species will generally not increase 
as much as habitat because of:as much as habitat because of:

Other limiting factors (e.g. stream Other limiting factors (e.g. stream 
size, gradient)size, gradient)

Lack of access to newly suitable Lack of access to newly suitable 
habitatshabitats
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